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Abstract: A broadcast encryption allows the sender to securely distribute content to a dynamically changing 
group of users over a broadcast channel. A public key tracing and revocation scheme can combine the public key 
encryption with the traitor tracing algorithm. This paper proposes a fully public key tracing and revocation scheme. 
The salient feature of the scheme is that the secret keys of the users are chosen by the users themselves, while in the 
previous public key broadcast encryption schemes, the broadcaster publishes the encryption key and distributes the 
individual secret keys to the users. The scheme deals with the setting of stateless receivers. When the traitors are 
found, the sender can revoke them without involvement of the remaindering receivers. The encryption algorithm in 
the scheme is semantically secure against adaptive chosen cipher-text attacks based on the DDH assumption. 
Key words: broadcast encryption; provably secure; black-box tracing; adaptive adversary 

摘  要: 消息的发送者使用广播加密算法通过广播信道将消息发送给用户.公钥加密算法和追踪算法结合在

一起,可构成一个公钥广播加密方案.提出了一个完全式公钥广播加密方案.在以往公钥广播加密方案中,消息发

送中心替每个用户选择解密私钥,分配解密私钥.而在完全式公钥广播加密方案中,用户的解密私钥是由用户自

己所选择的.用户可以随时加入或退出广播系统.当消息发送者发现非法用户时,不要求合法用户作任何改变,就
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能够很方便地取消这些非法用户.此外,证明了方案中加密算法在 DDH 假设和适应性选择密文攻击下是安全的. 
关键词: 广播加密;可证安全; black-box 追踪;适应性攻击 
中图法分类号: TP309  文献标识码: A  

1   Introduction 

Broadcast encryption. Broadcast encryption involves a sender and a large number of users (receivers). The 
sender first encrypts digital content, and then transmits it to a dynamically changing set of users via insecure 
broadcasting channels. The broadcast encryption scheme assures that only privileged receivers can recover the 
content subscribed and the unauthorized users can learn nothing. Revocation of a user is necessary for broadcast 
encryption schemes, for a user unsubscribes the programs or leaves the system entirely, or for the user is corrupted 
to create an illegal decryption key. It is for this reason that broadcast encryption scheme is called revocation 
scheme. Broadcast encryption schemes have found many applications, including pay-per-view television systems, 
distribution of copyrighted materials, such as CD/DVD, and many others. The area of broadcast encryption is first 
formally introduced by Fiat and Naor[1] and has received much attention since then[2,3]. Blundo and Cresti[4] prove 
the information theoretic low bounds for a model of unconditionally secure broadcast encryption. Some broadcast 
encryption schemes obtain a trade-off between storage and communication[3,5]. 

The basic technique of broadcast encryption is that the sender generates a message encryption key S, allocates 
every privileged user a private key from which the encryption key S can be obtained, and broadcasts 〈enabling 
block, cipher block〉, where cipher block represents the encryption of the message and the encryption key S is 
embedded in the enabling block. Thus, key pre-distribution schemes (KPS for short) are related with broadcast 
encryption schemes. In the broadcast encryption schemes, KPS can be categorized as follows: (1) combinatorial 
approaches: schemes using combinatorial design[3,6,7]; schemes using tree structure[8,9]; (2) algebraic approaches: 
schemes using secret share on the exponent[10−12]. 

Tracing mechanism. Chor, Fiat and Naor[13] introduced the concept of a traitor tracing scheme to discourage 
the subscribers from giving away their private keys. A traitor may let its decryption key out for its profits. Tracing 
mechanism allows the detection of at least one “identity” of the keys that are used to create an illegal decryption 
key among the collusion users. Traitor tracing includes straight tracing and black box tracing. The straight tracing 
method can get the traitor’s key through cracking the “pirate box”, e.g. set-top terminals in Pay-Tv systems, and 
determine all the traitors. The other deals with the pirate decryption box as an oracle to query on various inputs. The 
way the black box behaves on different inputs should reveal the information contained[14,15]. 

Public key tracing and revocation. A broadcast encryption scheme combined with tracing mechanism is 
called a tracing and revocation scheme[6,10,11,15]. These schemes might adopt symmetric key approach or public key 
approach. The secret key approach has every user holding a set of keys. Only the trusted designer of the system can 
broadcast message to the receivers. Generally speaking, as the number of subscribers is large, the schemes become 
impractical. The public key approach has the size of enabling block independent of the number of qualified 
receivers, but dependent on the number of revocative users, with each user holding only one key[16,17]. The setting of 
standard public key broadcast encryption scheme is as follows. The sender generates a single public key and 
distributes individual secret keys to the receivers of the broadcast. This is a one-to-many map. All the receivers but 
the specified subset of “revoked” receivers can decrypt the message. Furthermore, if a group of receivers collude to 
produce an “illegal” decoder, the sender can trace at least one of the “traitors”. Differently from the secret key case, 
its scalability allows any third party (not necessarily trusted one) to use the encryption mechanism and broadcast 
digital content to the set of privileged receivers. Boneh and Franklin introduced their public key traitor tracing 
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scheme[16]. Based on the hardness of the discrete logarithm problem, its tracing algorithm is deterministic, and its 
encryption is semantically secure on the assumption of the decision Diffie-Hellman problem. Graray, Staddon and 
Wool[2] presented a long-lived public key traitor tracing scheme in which by discarding a part of the keys in the 
encryption procedure, some users can be excluded from the broadcast system and in a long run, a steady percent of 
keys of legitimate users need to be refreshed while revoking other users. Tzeng and Tzeng[18] proposed a new public 
traitor tracing scheme with revocation capability, using the dynamic share and entity revocation techniques. By 
dynamically assigning shares into the enabling block, the scheme increases the revocation capability. Its traitor 
tracing is fully k-resilient. 

Our result. We concentrate on the revocation and tracing scheme for stateless receivers[2,9,12,16,18]. The distinct 
feature of the stateless case is that when the traitors are found, we can revoke their private keys without updating 
others’ keys, or when a new user is added, other users' secret keys remain unchanged. 

Our scheme is motivated by Ref.[19]. One of its advantages over the previous public key broadcast encryption 
schemes is that it is a fully public key scheme in which each receiver chooses his or her own private decryption key, 
while in a general public key broadcast encryption scheme, the sender generates and assigns all the keys. In a fully 
public key broadcast encryption scheme, the sender can not control all the receivers any longer, but once a coalition 
of some receivers occurs, the scheme still can trace them. To our best knowledge, of all the existing public key 
broadcast encryption schemes, those schemes which adopt secret share on the exponent are more efficient. This is 
that because their enabling block is independent of the number of the receivers, but dependent on the collusion and 
revocation thresholds. The technique in Ref.[18] can increase the revocation capability, but degrade its efficiency. In 
our fully public key scheme, the enabling block is independent of both the number of the receivers and the number 
of the revocation. 

Following the idea of Ref.[19], we first introduce carefully a formalized model and present a fully public key 
broadcast encryption scheme, where an unlimited number of users can be added and removed efficiently from the 
system. Addition or revocation does not require to rekey other users. Its black-box tracing algorithm can track down 
all the colluders regardless of their size. We improve the security of the scheme in Ref.[19], which is plain-text 
secure assuming the hardness of computational Diffie-Hellman and semantically secure assuming the hardness of 
DDH against a passive generic adversary. Our scheme is semantically secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext 
attack (CCA2) on the DDH assumption, allowing the adversary to corrupt the users at any point during the 
execution. We take Cramer-Shoup[20] scheme as the encryption scheme and provide a rigorous proof based on 
Refs.[20, 21]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: some preliminaries are introduced in Section 2. In the third 
section, we propose the model of the fully public key broadcast encryption scheme. In Section 4, we present a novel 
fully public key broadcast encryption scheme. In Section 5, we investigate the security property of the proposed 
scheme. Section 6 contains a conclusion. 

2   Preliminaries 

We first present a number-theoretical result. 
Lemma 1.[19] If q, p=2q+1 are two large primes, then for any integer a with 0<a<p−1, −a2 is a primitive root 

modulo p. 
Now, we recall the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem. 
Definition 2. Let G be the group of a large order n and let a be a generator of G. Let B be an adversary that 

takes as input n and three elements ( δγβ ,, ), and outputs a bit. Let }{nI = . Consider two experiments.  
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Experiment Exp I (realddh−
α, B ) 

n
R Za ← ; ; aαβ ←

n
R Zb ← ; ; bαγ ←

abαδ ←   
),,,,( δγβαnBd ←  

Return  d
Experiment Exp I (randddh−

α, B ) 

n
R Za ← ; ; aαβ ←

n
R Zb ← ; ; bαγ ←

G←δ   
),,,,( δγβαnBd ←  

Return  d
The advantage of B is defined:               

 (ddh
IAdv α, B )=Pr[Exp I (realddh−

α, B )=1]−Pr[Exp I (randddh−
α, B )=1] (1) 

For any t, we define the advantage of the DDH 

)(, tAdvddh
I α =Max{ (ddh

IAdv α, B )} 

where the maximum is over all B having time-complexity t. 

3   Model of the Fully Public Key Broadcast Encryption Scheme 

We formalize the fully public key broadcast encryption scheme (FBE) as the following algorithms. 

• Key generation algorithm (KGen) 
The sender publishes some information I including the security parameter 1λ. According to I, the potential 

receiver Ui randomly chooses his/her own secret key SKi and computes its public key PKi. When a user Ui wants to 
join the system, Ui sends its public key to the sender. On receiving these public keys PK1, PK2, …, PKn , where n is 
the number of the users, the sender computes the system encryption key. 
   • Broadcast encryption algorithm (BEnc) 

The sender randomly chooses a session encryption key s . After that, it encrypts the session key s  with  
as the enabling block Γ, and computes the cipher block C′= ) , where m is the message to broadcast and E is a 

symmetric encryption algorithm, and then broadcasts the ciphertext: 

PK
,sm(E

C =〈 Γ , 〉=〈BEnc (C′ s , ), 〉. PK ),( smE

• Conversion algorithm (Con) 
While receiving the broadcast C, every user Ui converts it into the ciphertext Ci pertaining to the user. The 

conversion algorithm takes as input the public key PKi and the ciphertext , and outputs =Con( , C ). iC iPK

• Decryption algorithm (Dec) 
Each user Ui obtains the session key s through the decryption algorithm which takes as input the secret key SKi 

and the enabling block in the ciphertext , decrypts the ciphertext block, and then gets the message m. iC

• Add-user algorithm (Add) 
This is a key generation procedure by the cooperation of the sender and the new user. The new user acts as the 

one in the key generation algorithm, while the sender produces the new system public key based on the original 
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system public key and the new user’s public key . PK newPK

• Revocation algorithm (Rev) 
Given the current public key  and a user’s public key , the algorithm results in a new system public 

key 

PK iPK

KP ′ , so that for all the messages , the cipher-ext =〈BEnc ( sm C ′ , ),PK ),( smE ′ 〉 and all the conversion 

cipher-text = (jC′ Con jPK C′ ) should be “incomprehensible” for the user pertaining to the key , while the 

legal users should be capable of decrypting it without any change of their secret keys and public keys. 

iPK

    • Tracing algorithm (Tr) 
Given a pirate decoder, the algorithm Tr outputs its public keys contained in the decoder by querying the 

decoder and analyzing the queries, and then finds these users who collude to produce the pirate decoder. 

4   Our Fully Public Key Broadcast Encryption Scheme 

In this section, we present our fully public key broadcast encryption scheme as the following procedures. 

Key generation. 

The sender chooses randomly two large primes 12, += qpq

qpI ,(

 and two elements ,  in , such that 

< , < 1 . We denote the common information by 

1a 2a pZ

1 1a 2a −p = , 1g , 2g },  where 1  is the system security 

parameter, 

λ1 λ

1g = , 2
1a 2g = . Each user U  chooses two random primes 2

2a i 12, += iqipiq , where >  and 

computes =

ip p

1ig
2

1g mod , =ip 2ig
2

2g mod . Note that for ip ji ≠ , ji pp ≠ .  and  have prime order  

in . Then,  chooses , , , , ,  in , and computes  

1ig 2ig iq
*

ipZ iU 1i xx 2i y 1i 2iy 1iz 2iz
iqZ

21

21
ixix

iii ggc ⋅=  mod ,  mod ,  mod . ip 21
21
ii y

i
y
ii ggd ⋅= ip 21

21
ii z

i
z
ii ggh ⋅= ip

If the user  subscribes broadcast service,  transmits the set , , ,  to the sender. The set is called 

the user ’s public key, denoted by . On receiving the subscribers' public keys, the sender computes 

iU

i

iU ip ic id ih

U iPK
2

11 gg =  mod , N
2

22 gg =  mod , where = . N N ∏=

n

i ip
1

Note that ,  are two generators of the cyclic group consisting of all the quadratic residues in , whose 

order is . Through the Chinese Remainder Theorem, the sender computes 

1g

=′

2g

=

n

i
q

1

*
NZ

∏ iq

icc =  mod ,  mod , ip idd = ip ihh =  mod , ip

where . The sender chooses randomly ni ,...,2,1= )(⋅H from the family of universal one-way hash functions that 

map long bit strings to elements of Zq′. The system public key is = { , , , , , }. PK 1g 2g c d h )(⋅H

Broadcast Encryption. 

The sender selects a random number , such that 1< <0a 0a p , and computes  as the session key. The 

sender encrypts s with the Cramer-Shoup scheme. That is, the sender chooses 

2
0as =

qZr ∈ , and computes 
rgu 11 = , , , rgu 22 = she r ⋅= α = , . ),,( 21 euuH rr dcv α⋅=

Then the enabling block is =( , , ). To broadcast message , the sender broadcasts ),( PKsBEnc 1u ,2u e v m

C =〈 〉=〈),(),,( smEPKsBEnc Γ , C′ 〉. 

Decryption. 

When receiving the broadcast 〈 Γ , C′ 〉, the user Ui takes the conversion algorithm and obtains the associated 
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cipher-text =〈 ,C )(ΓCon C′ 〉=〈 iΓ , ′ 〉. Here, the conversion algorithm is to only compute the remainder modulo 

prime : 

C

,eip )vvu i,2 ei,( 11 uuui 2ii =====Γ . Then, the user  computes iU α =  and checks if ),,( 21 euuH
α⋅=iv

s /i
r
ihe s

α ,2 eu ),, 21 iii eu(u

2

1 ipN /1g g= pN / ij ≠

j jhh = jp

,, 2g( 1g

iΓ ( s≠′

,,,,( 21 hdcgg

iUiU

ip c )(⋅

i≠ dc h′′′, ,

jc= jp jp

1+n

1+nq q+nq h′

1 ⋅+pn 2

cc =′

dd =′

hh =′

⋅ pN ′ (⋅H

α +⋅+ ⋅ 2211
21

iiii yx
i

yx
i uu mod . ip

If the equation holds, Ui computes = = e  mod  and uses )/( 21
21
ii z

i
z
ii uu ⋅ ip  to decrypt . ),( smE

Remark. For i, the hash value  is computed from , not from . ),( 1u

Traitor tracing. 

Our traitor tracing algorithm can be classified into straight traitor tracing and black box tracing, which is 

similar to algorithms in Ref.[19]. The black box tracing is somewhat different. For completeness, we list its steps. 

Step 1. Compute  mod , 
2

22 gg = mod , and for all i , compute  mod , 

 mod , mod . 

jcc = jp

jdd = p

Step 2. Choose a quadratic residue s  as in Key Generation procedure and compute the enabling block  

with the new system public key . 

Γ

))(, ⋅Hhc ,,d

Step 3. Given = )ΓCon , if the black box decoder outputs s′  and s , then the user  is a traitor. iU

Thus, the tracing algorithm can track down all and only traitors. 

Long-Livedness. 

When some users are removed or some new users join the system, the system can assure that only the 

legitimate receivers can receive the service without any change on the remaindering or existing users’ secret keys. 

The end can be obtained by modifying the system public key. Assume that  is the original 

system key. Suppose that the user  is compromised, since U  is a traitor or  unsubscribes the broadcast 

encryption subsequent service, then the new system public key is  

))(, ⋅H

i

(g1 mod , gipN / 2 mod ,N / ′ , d ′ , h′ , H ), 

where for all j ,  satisfy the following: 

c′  mod ,  mod , jp jdd =′ jhh =′  mod . 

If a new user U  subscribes the service, the user randomly chooses primes ,  such that 

=2 +1, > . The sender computes , ,

1+np 1+nq

1+np 1 1w 2w dc ′′ ,, from the following 

11 =w  mod , N wN ⋅ =1 mod , 1+np

11 wpn ⋅⋅ + + 21 wNcn ⋅⋅+  mod 1+⋅ npN , 

11 wpn ⋅⋅ + + 21 wNdn ⋅⋅+  mod 1+⋅ npN , 

11 wpn ⋅⋅ + + 21 wNhn ⋅⋅+  Mod 1+⋅ npN . 

then, the new system public key is (g1 mod , g1+⋅ npN 2 mod 1+n , hdc ′′ ,, , ) ).  

As shown above, a removed user can not decrypt the broadcast using its secret key and a new subscriber cannot 

decrypt the broadcast before the subscriber joins the system. The correctness of the above methods is easily 

verified. 
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5   Analysis of the Proposed Scheme  

Before we proceed to discuss the security of our scheme, we formalize the model of the adaptive adversary in 

the adaptively chosen cipher-text attack (CCA2). It comprises three stages. In the first stage,  

( i )  is run and the adversary 

),,( ii SKPKPK

n,...,2,1= ← )1,( λIKGen A  is given the public keys . Then ),( iPKPK A  enters 

the corruption stage. Suppose that A  is given a user corruption oracle . This oracle takes as input the index 

 of the user  to be corrupted and returns . Let 

Cor

i iU )ii USK ← (Cor R  be the set of the compromised users at the 

end of the stage. 

In the Find stage, A finds a pair of session key , and then queries the encryption Oracle  on 

it, where the bit 

10 , ss σ,,RPKBEnc

σ  is randomly chosen by the oracle.  returns the challenge enabling block . At 

the end of this stage, A outputs a bit . In the second and third stages, A is equipped with some Decryption 

Oracles, with the same number as the number of the remaindering users. When A calls any of them at any point 

during the two stages, the Decryption Oracle is given an enabling block of A’s choice and returns the session key 

contained in the enabling block. The enabling block  queried is only restricted that it is not equivalent with the 

challenge . Specifically speaking, there does not exist i in the index set of legal users, such that . 

σ,,RPKBEnc *Γ

*
ii ΓΓ =

8σ

Γ
*Γ

Now we give the definitions of the advantage of A and the advantage of FES. 

As usual, we consider the Experiments.  

Experiment Exp (2
,

cca
IFBE A ,σ ) 

For ,  ni ,...,2,1=

do  ( i),,( ii SKPKPK n,...,2,1= ) ← )1,( λIKGen  Endfor 
nRPK DecDecDecBEncA ,...,,,* 21,, σσ ← ( ) nPKPKPKI ,...,,, 1

Return . *σ
Definition 3. The advantage of the adversary A in CCA2 is defined as follows 

 (2
,

cca
IFBEAdv A )=Pr[Exp (2

,
cca

IFBE A ,0) =0]− Pr[Exp (2
,

cca
IFBE A ,1 )=0] (2) 

Define the advantage of our fully public encryption as follows 

 ( t ) =Max{ (2
,

cca
IFBEAdv de qq ,, 2

,
cca

IFBEAdv A )} (3) 

where the maximum is over all A with time-complexity t, at most qe queries to the encryption oracle and at most qd 
queries to each decryption oracle. 

The encryption algorithm of the fully public key broadcast encryption scheme is semantically secure against 
the adaptive chosen cipher-text attack. We will prove the result using the similar technique to that in Ref.[18]. 

Theorem 4. Assume that the DDH problem is hard, the encryption algorithm of our fully public key broadcast 
encryption scheme is semantically secure against the adaptive chosen cipher-text attack. 

Proof.  Let A be a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary attacking our fully public key broadcast encryption 
scheme. Assume that A makes at most qd queries to each of its n decryption oracles. By the adversary A, we 
construct a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B that tries to solve DDH problem. We will reduce the 
advantage of B into the advantage of the adversary A. 
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Let I denote the prescribed information including , where n is the number of legal users 

and all  have the same property as in our scheme. The adversary 

},,...,,,,{ 11 nn qpqpqp

ii qp , B  is given the set , where 

,  are the generators of the quadratic residue group of , the quadruple  has the form 

 or ( ,  and 

),,,,( 2121 uuggI

),, 212 uu1g

,(g

2g

,xg

*
MZ ,( 1 gg

), xyy gg ),,, zyx gggg qR Zyx ∈, xyz ≠  (mod ). B will run the adversary A as a subroutine. 

On basis of B, we design a simulator that can simulate A’s view during its attack. 

q

1) Key generation 

(a) Compute the quadratic ,  ),,,( .2121 iiii uugg ni ,...,2,1=

  mod , 11 ggi = ip 22 ggi =  mod , ip 11 uui =  mod , ip 22 uui =  mod  (4) ip

(b) Randomly select , , , , ,  in  as the user ’s secret key, and computes 1ix 2ix 1iy 2iy 1iz 2iz
iqZ iU

  mod ,  mod ,  mod  (5) 21

21
ixix

iii ggc ⋅= ip 21
21
ii y

i
y
ii ggd ⋅= ip 21

21
ii z

i
z
ii ggh ⋅= ip

as ’s public key, and computes iU

 jcc =  mod ,  mod , jp idd = jp ihh =  mod  (6) jp

Then the system public key is ( ), where )(,,,,, 21 ⋅Hhdcgg )(⋅H  is randomly chosen from the family of universal 

one-way functions with any long bit string mapped into . qZ

2) Challenge 

The adversary A finds two secret keys s0 and s1, which are quadratic residue module all the . 
ipZ

3) Broadcast encryption 

Randomly picks σ and computes 

 =  mod , ie 21
21
ii z

i
z
i uus ⋅⋅σ jp iee =  mod , jp α =  (7) ),,( 21 euuH

  mod , αα ⋅++ ⋅= ⋅ 2211
21

iiii yx
i

yx
ii uuv jp ivv =  mod  (8) jp

The cipher-text of  is =( u , , , ).   σs
*Γ 1 2u e v

4) Decryption 
Given the enabling block Γ  and , the decryption oracle  first computes i iDec α = , then checks 

the validity by verifying 

),,( 21 euuH

 =  mod  (9) iv αα ⋅+⋅+ ⋅ 2211
21

iiii yx
i

yx
i uu ip

If it is not valid, the oracle rejects it; otherwise, the oracle returns 

 s = )  mod  (10) /( 21
21
ii z

i
z
ii uue ⋅ ip

Since the secret keys are all known to the simulator, the simulator can answer the queries to the encryption 
oracles and the decryption oracles. The simulation above is feasible. Thus, we complete the description of the 
simulator. The adversary BA takes as input  and output 1 if and only if ),,,,( 2121 uuggI σ = ) , where  is 
the enabling block of the challenge session key . 

(ΓA Γ

σs

Now we analyze the advantage of the adversary B. 

When ’s quadratic input has the form  ( ). In other words, 

(mod N). Then for all 

AB xyyx gggg ,,, xyyx gugugggg ==== 2121 ,,,  

},...,2,1{ ni∈ ,  has the same property. As Lemma 1 in Ref.[20] states, the )2iu,,,( 121 iii ugg
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simulator outputs a perfectly legitimate cipher-text and the joint distribution of the adversary A’s view and the 
hidden bit σ is statistically indistinguishable from that in the actual attack except with negligible probability. 

In this case, the success probability of any adversary for the DDH problem is 

Pr[Exp I (realddh
g
−

1, B ) =1] ≥ Pr[Exp I ( ) =1]  realddh
g
−

1, AB

≥
2
1 Pr([Exp (2

,
cca

IFBE A ,0) =0])+
2
1 Pr( [Exp (2

,
cca

IFBE A ,1) =1])−∑ ∑= =
+−n

i
q
j i

id jq
1 1

)1/(1  

≥
2
1 + )(

2
1 2

, AAdvcca
IFBE −  (11) ∑ ∑= =

+−n
i

q
j ji

id qq
1 1

)1/(1

The second sum of the last terms in the third and last rows above refers to the probability with which the 
decryption oracle Deci accepts the invalid enabling block. qdi denotes the number of queries to the decryption oracle 
Deci. 

When BA’s input has the form ( , zyx gggg ,,, ) zyx ,, qR Z∈ , and xyz ≠ mod , we will show that the 

distribution of the hidden bit 

q

σ  is independent of the adversary' view. This can be proved through the following 
analogue of the proof in Lemma 2[20]. 

Claim 1: If the decryption oracle rejects all invalid enabling blocks, then the distribution of the challenge bit σ 
is independent of the adversary’s view. 

Note that when the input value  are random, so are . Consider the point 21,uu 21, ii uu
Q =( , , , ,…, , )11z 12z 21z 22z 1nz 2nz ∈

nn qqqq ZZZZ ×××× ...
21

. 

Let =  mod  and =  mod , =  mod . From each user’s public key, the 
equations hold  

iw 21
log ig g

i iq 1iu 1
1

ir
ig ip 2iu 2

1
ii rw

ig ip

 igiii hwzz
i

log21 =⋅+ mod  (12) iq

Every decryption oracle can not contribute a little. Consider the output ( , , e , ) of the encryption oracle 

for ( , ). We have = . Let 
1iu 2iu i iv

i σs ie 21
21
ii z

i
z
i uus ⋅⋅σ σe′ =  mod . Thus, the adversary can obtain the equation 21

21
ii z

i
z
i uu ⋅ ip

 =2211 iiiii zrwzr ⋅⋅+ σe
ig ′
1

log  mod  (13) iq

Observing the simulation, we can find that for all ,  is the same, and  is also the same. It is enough to 

consider the claim for i. Equations (12) and (13) are linearly independent. It follows that σ is independent of the 
adversary’s view, even B

i 1ir 2ir

A queries every decryption oracle. 
Claim 2: The decryption oracles will reject all invalid ciphertexts except with negligible probability. 
We investigate the distribution of the point 

P = . },,,,...,,,,{ 212112111211 nnnn yyxxyyxx

According to all the users’ public keys, there are the following equations 

 igiii cwxx
i

log21 =⋅+  mod , iq igiii dwyy
i

log21 =⋅+ mod  (14) iq

From the output of the encryption oracles and conversion algorithm, the equations hold. 

 igiiiiii vyrwyrxrwxr
i1

log22112211 =⋅⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅⋅+⋅ αα  mod  (15) iq

Now assume that the adversary submits an invalid enabling block  ( u1′ , 2u′ , e′ , v′ ) to all of its decryption 

oracles. Here, the invalid enabling block satisfies 
 ( u′ , u1i 2i′ , e′ , vi i′ ) ≠ ( 1u , 2u , ie , v ), for all  (16) i i i i

Let = , 11
log ig u

i
′ 1ir′ 22

log ig u
i

′ = 2ir′ , and 1ir′ ≠ 2ir′ , α′ = ),,( 21 euuH ′′′ . 
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Case 1. ( , , )=( , u , ) but for all , 1u′ 2u′ e′ 1u 2 e i iv′ ≠ iv , which implies the decryption oracle will reject. 
Case 2. ( u , , ) ( , , e ) and 1′ 2u′ e′ ≠ 1u 2u α =α′ . In the case, we can draw a contradiction that  comes from 

the family of a universal one-way hash function. 

)(⋅H

Case 3. ( , , )1iu′ 2iu′ ie′ ≠ ( , , ) and 1iu 2iu ie α ≠ α′ . 

In this case, the decryption oracles will reject unless the point P satisfies the equation. 

 igiiiiiiiiii vyrwyrxrwxr
i

′=⋅′⋅⋅′+⋅′⋅+⋅′⋅+⋅′
1

log22112211 αα  mod  (17) iq

For every i, the coefficient determinant of (14), (15), and (17) is as follows 

det 
 =
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100
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iiiiii
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i
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w
w
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))()(( 1212
2 αα ′−′−′− iii rrrrw ≠ 0 mod . iq

This shows that the distribution of the hidden bit σ is independent of A’s view except that two events happen: a 
collision of hash function )(⋅H  occurs, or a decryption oracle accepts an invalid ciphertext. Suppose the first 

occurs with the probability ε. We have 

Pr[Exp (randddh
gI
−

1, B ) =1] +≤ 2/1 ε +∑ ∑= =
+−n

i
q
j ji

id qq
1 1

)1/(1  

≤ 2/1 + ε + qqn d /⋅  (18) 
where . 2/qqd ≤

Subtracting Equations (11) and (18), we get 

  (19) qqnBAdvAAdv d
ddh

gI
cca

IFBE /42)(2)(
1,

2
, ⋅++≤ ε

For a general case, when the encryption oracles are queried , by using the hybrid argument, we have eq

  (20) qqnqqBAdvqAAdv dee
ddh

gIe
cca

IFBE /42)(2)(
1,

2
, ⋅⋅+⋅+⋅≤ ε

Thus, we have completed the proof of the theorem. 

6   Conclusions 

We formalize the model of a fully public key broadcast encryption scheme in which each user can choose its 
private decryption key without others learning the key. We propose a fully public key tracing and revocation scheme 
provably adaptive secure against the chosen cipher-text attack assuming that the DDH problem is hard. In our 
scheme, the system can be dynamically updated by the broadcaster without any involvement of any other users. Our 
updating algorithm is simple and efficient. The tracing algorithm is fully n-resilient and can capture all and only 
traitors. 
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